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Summary Transmissions are the main source of noise in today's
helicopter interiors, with the noise originating from the gear

Experimental vibration tests were performed on the OH-58A mesh (ref. 2). Gear tooth or shaft deflections, gear tooth profile
helicopter main rotor transmission. The tests were conducted errors, or gear or bearing misalignments can lead to dynamic
in the 500-hp helicopter transmission test stand at NASA Lewis. loads, vibration, and noise (refs. 3 and 4). In addition to the
Seven accelerometers were mounted at various locations on annoyance of transmission noise, lack of vibration control near
the transmission housing. The testing consisted of a matrix resonant frequencies can lead to damaging transmission
of torque and speed conditions covering transmission input failures (refs. 5 and 6).
torques of 176 to 352 N-m (1559 to 3119 lb-in.) and trans- Vibration and temperature tests were performed on the
mission input speeds of 3000 to 6000 rpm. Accelerometer main rotor transmission for the OH-58A U.S. Army light
signals were analyzed by using Fourier spectra, power spectral observation helicopter (ref. 7). Spectrum analyses showed the
density functions, and averaging techniques. dominant sources of vibration to be the spiral bevel gear mesh

The Fourier spectra analysis showed vibration amplitude and the planetary gear mesh. For normal operating conditions &.

peaks occurring at the spiral bevel and planetary gear mesh the highest vibration amplitude occurred at the spiral bevel
harmonics. The highest magnitude of vibration was at the spiral meshing frequency. Transmission vibration tests were also

bevel gear meshing frequency. Harmonic sideband frequencies performed on larger helicopters (refs. 8 and 9). Quite high
for both the spiral bevel mesh and the planetary mesh occurred vibration levels are associated with thee transmissions, and
at multiples of the planet passing frequency. Accelerometer methods to reduce noise and vibration are being developed
root-mean-square (rms) average vibration levels were also (refs. 1, 10, and 11).
determined. Transmission speed had a significant effect on rms The objective of the present study was to measure vibration
vibration levels, but transmission torque had a small effect. data for the OH-58A main rotor helicopter transmission. The
At the same speed and torque conditions, measured vibration results can serve as baseline data for comparison with
levels were different at different locations but the same for measured results from future technological improvements in
different measurement directions at the same location. Spiral component and total system design, manufacturing techniques,
bevel mesh and planetary mesh vibration contributions were or materials. Experimental vibration tests were performed on
determined by using power spectral density functions. There the OH-58A transmission over a range of torque and speed
was, however, no trend as to the effect of torque or speed on conditions at NASA Lewis. Vibration results are presented as
spiral bevel mesh or planetary mesh vibration contributions Fourier spectra and average accelerations.
as a percentage of total vibration.

Introduction Apparatus

Helicopter noise and vibration are important topics because OH-58A Main Rotor Transmission

of health and environment concerns, passenger comfort, The OH-58A is a single-engine, land-based light observation
and pilot efficiency. Both external and internal noise create helicopter. The helicopter serves both military (OH-58A
concern. External noise is due to the rotor blades and the Kiowa) and commercial (Bell Model 206 Jet Ranger) needs. i I
engine inlet and exhaust; internal noise is attributed to The OH-58A main rotor transmission (fig. 1) is rated for use
transmission vibration, and in particular, to the gears. The at an engine output of 2 10-kW (270-hp) continuous power at
standard approach to quieting the helicopter interior is to add 6180 rpm and 236 kW (317 hp) for 5 min at takeoff (ref. 7).
cabin acoustic material. The corresponding weight penalty The transmission is a two-stage reduction gearbox. For the
opposes the goal of ever-increasing power-to-weight ratios for first stage the input shaft drives a 19-tooth spiral bevel pinion
helicopter drive systems. gear, which meshes with a 71-tooth gear. The bevel pinion

As power increases so does the weight penalty associated shaft is mounted on triplex ball bearings and one roller bearing.
with cabin soundproofing materials (ref. 1). This has led to The bevel gear shaft is mounted on duplex ball bearings and
an effort to reduce noise and vibration at their origin, one roller bearing.
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Figure 2.-NASA Lewis 500-hp helicopter transmission tem~ stand.
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A planetary mesh provides the second reduction stage. The lubricates the differential gearbox, the closing-end gearbox,
bevel gear shaft is splined to a sun gear shaft. The 27-tooth and the bevel gearbox. The facility gearboxes are also equipped
sun gear drives three 35-tooth planet gears. The planet gears with accelerometers and thermocouples for health monitoring.
mesh with a 99-tooth fixed ring gear, which is splined to the
top case. The planet gears are mounted on double-row Instrumentation and Testing Procedure
spherical roller bearings; the bearings are attached to the planet Seven piezoelectric accelerometers were mounted on the
carrier. Power is taken out through the planet carrier, which Seven tr ic ho s wee 1, on The
is splined to the mast output shaft. The output shaft is supported accelerometers were located on the right and left trunnion
by a ball bearing and a roller bearing. The overall reduction a oets erevlocaedon e rig and le rin
ratio of the main power train is 17.44: 1. mounts, the input bevel pinion gear housing, and the ring gear

The 71-tooth bevel gear also drives a 27-tooth accessory
gear. The accessory gear runs an oil pump, and lubrication TABLE I.-OH-58A TRANSMISSION ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS
is supplied through jets located in the top case.

[See also fig. 3.1
NASA Lewis Test Stand

Accelerometer Location Direction
Vibration tests were performed in the NASA Lewis 500-hp I Ring gear housing 45* Transverse-longitudinal

helicopter transmission test stand (fig. 2). The test stand oper- 2 Right trunnion mount Transverse

ates on the "four square" or torque-regenerative principle. 3 Right trunnion mount Longitudinal
Mechanical power is recirculated through a closed loop of 4 Right trunnion mount Vertical

gears and shafting, one of which is the test transmission. In 5 Input bevel gear housing Transverse

the test stand the output of the test transmission is attached 6 Input bevel gear housing Vertical
7 Left trunnion mount Vertical

to the bevel gearbox. The output shaft of the bevel gearbox 7,

passes through a hollow shaft in the closing-end gearbox and
is connected to the differential gearbox. The output of the
differential is attached to the hollow shaft in the closing-end
gearbox. The output of the closing-end gearbox is connected L---
to the input of the test transmission, thereby closing the loop. Left trunninmotTransverse

A 149-kW (200-hp) direct-current (dc) motor powers the
test stand and controls the speed. The motor output is attached - Longitudinal
to the closing-end gearbox. Only losses due to friction are
replenished by the motor since power is recirculated around
the loop.

An I l-kW (15-hp) dc motor provides the torque in the closed
loop. The motor drives a magnetic particle clutch. The clutch
output does not turn but exerts a torque through a speed reducer
gearbox and a chain drive to a large sprocket on the differential
gearbox. The torque on the sprocket puts a torque in the
differential gearbox, which in turn, provides the torque in the
closed loop. The magnitude of torque in the loop is adjusted Right trunnion mount--
by changing the electric field strength of the magnetic particle
clutch. Outut

The test transmission input and output shafts are equipped Vertical
with speed sensors, torquemeters, and sliprings. Test trans- - Longitudinal

mission lubrication is supplied by an internal oil pump. The
transmission oil can be cooled by a flight hardware air/oil
cooler mounted on the transmission (with forced air provided
to the cooler) or by an external oil/water heat exchanger. An 6
external oil-pumping system located in the basement below
the test stand room is also available for the test transmission.

The 149-kW (200-hp) motor is equipped with a speed sensor Input

and a torquemeter. The magnetic particle clutch is equipped
with speed sensors on the input and output shafts and with
thermocouples. A facility oil-pumping and cooling system Figure 3-Accelerometer locations on OH-58A transmission.
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housing. Each accelerometer measured vibration in only one TABLE 1.-VIBRATION TEST OPERATION CONDITIONS

direction. The various accelerometers were located, however,-
to cover all three directions: vertical, longitudinal, and Test Input torque Input speed Power,

transverse. The frequency response of the accelerometers was N-rn lb-in. Percent of rpm Percent of kW hp

*5 percent charge from 2 to 5500 Hz and + 20 percent charge full rated full rated

at 10 kHz, The accelerometer resonant frequency was 27 kHz. 1 5 3119 96.5 606 98.1 224 300
The vibration measurement system was the same for all 2 323 2859 88.4 j 205 275

accelerometers (fig. 4). The accelerometer produced a charge 3 294 2599 80.4 186 250

output proportional to acceleration. The output was fed to a4 26 239 7.1825
5 235 2079 64.3 149 200

charge amplifier that produced both alternating current (ac) 6 206 1819 56.3 130 175
voltage and dc voltage. The ac signal, which represented the 7 176 1559 48.2 112 150
actual acceleration as a function of time, was stored on tape 8 352 3119 96.5 6000 97.1 221 297

and later retrieved for processing with a Fourier analyzer. The 9 5500 89.0 203 272

dc signal, which represented an average acceleration, was 10 5000 80.9 184 247

converted to digital format by the data reduction system for 12 4000 64.7 148 298

computer processing. The dc signal also served as a health- 13 3500 56.6 129 173
monitoring channel to check for possible high vibration levels. 14 43000 48.5 110 148

The test procedure was as follows: First, all instrumentation - - __ ____ - ____

checks on operation, calibration, and settings were made.
Next, calibration signals were placed on the recording tape. transmission was run until the oil outlet temperature was
All safety interlocks and automatic shutdown devices were stabilized (66 to 82 0C; 150 to 180 *F). This usually required
tested. The fan blower for the transmission oil cooler and then 15 to 20 min. When equilibrium conditions for speed, load,
the main drive motor were turned on. The transmission input and temperature were achieved, the vibration data were
speed was increased to approximately 2000 rpm in order to collected.
circulate oil throughout the transmission. A nominal amount Tests were performed over a range of torques and speeds
of torque load was applied, and then speed and torque were (table 11). The transmission input torque was varied from 48
adjusted to arrive at the desired condition for testing. The to 97 percent of the engine full-rated value (365 N-in; 3233 Ib-

in.). The transmission input speed was varied from 49 to 97
percent of the full-rated value (6180 rpm).

Results and Discussion

Gear Mesh Harmonic Frequencies

AceeomtrTest transmission The fundamental meshing frequency for a spiral bevel gear

r79 _pair is

amplfierA =wN

reodrsystem relays where N is the number of gear teeth (driver or driven) and

Fourierw is the gear speed in revolutions per minute. (Symbols are
analyzerdefined in the appendix.) A similar relationship holds true for

a planetary mesh with the sun gear as input, the ring gear fixed,
Computerand the planet carrier as output. The fundamental planetary

meshing frequency is

Figure 4 -Vibration measurement system. 6 ,+N



TABLE III.-OH-58A TRANSMISSION 60
SPIRAL BEVEL MESH AND

PLANETARY MESH HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES

lInput speed. 6060 rpm.] z 30

Harmotnic Spiral bevel PlanetarY
mesh mesh

Harmonic frequency. Hz
0 0

Fundamental 1919 573
2nd 3838 1147
3rd 5757 1720 .

4th 7676 2294

5th 9595 2867 -30
6th 3440 <

7th 4014
8th 4587
9th 5160
10th 5734 -60
11 th 6307 0 10 20 30 40

12th 6881 Time. msec
13th 7454
14th 8027 Figure 5.-Time trace of accelerometer I (ring gear housing).

15th 8601
16th 9174
17th 9748

where N, is the number of sun gear teeth, N, is the number

of ring gear teeth, and w, is the sun gear speed in revolutions

per minute. The term in parentheses relates the sun gear
rotation to a fixed planet carrier system. This is needed to T

, account for planet gear relative rotation. Note that the meshing

frequency of equation (2) applies for a sun gear meshing with

a planet gear as well as for a planet gear meshing with a ring
gear.

Harmonic frequencies are defined as integer multiples of

the fundamental frequency. The second harmonic is two times

the fundamental frequency, the third harmonic is three times i

the fundamental frequency, and so on. For the OH-58A a'

transmission the spiral bevel mesh has 5 harmonics and the t0 1 2 3... N - N

planetary mesh has 17 harmonics in the 0- to 10-kHz range

at an input speed of 6060 rpm (table III).

Fourier Spectra

The typical accelerometer response as a function of time X

was quite irregular (fig. 5. The response was convened from -B 1

the time domain to the frequency domain by using a Fourier c

transformation. Thus the erratic vibration was broken down fk
into its harmonic components.

Accelerometer acceleration x(t). a continuous function of (a) Continuous function-time domain
(h) Discrete function-time domain

time t (fig. 6(a)). can be approximated by x, through use of (c ) Discrete Fourier tiransrm-frequcnc domain

a discrete number of points (fig. 6(b)), where i screte Fourier tran sfom

Figure 6.-Discrete Fourier transform

1 -



t The OH-58A accelerometer ac outputs were retrieved from
(3) tape and fed to a spectrum analyzer. The spectrum analyzer

N performed a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The FFT is an

T efficient computer algorithm for calculating discrete Fourier
A = - (4) transforms (ref. 12). The analyzer output was a magnitude

N factor X(fk). where

T is the time period, and N is the number of intervals. The X(mf) = VJ2X'(fk) (12)
bandwidth B is defined as

The analyzer was set forfK = 10 kHz. Internally the analyzer

I used N = 1024 intervals, and forfK = 10 kHz the analyzer
B = - (5) had a time period of T = 0.04 sec. This produced a bandwidth

T B of 25 Hz, a time interval between samples A of 3.91 X 10 -I
sec, and K = 400 intervals for the frequency domain. The

Assuming xi is periodic with T, the real portion of the discrete analyzer was also set for Hanning windowing. The windowing
Fourier transform (DFT) from reference 12 is function modified the acceleration time waveform x, by

weighting the waveform so that the beginning and ending

a N-I x c (21rki) 6 points reduced to zero. The weighting reduced the distortion
ak = N x, Cos N(6) caused by finite record samples of the FFT process and

i=N nonperiodic acceleration waveforms.

The analyzer also performed an rms averaging technique
and the imaginary portion of the DFT is on the magnitude factor to smooth the signal variations with

time. At each frequency the average magnitude factor was

I v- i n -7 composed of 50 readings, where
bk - X, sin (7)

N~N}
X .(A)=x2( (13)

,Xrs~k) a X(A)where k is an integer from 0 to N - 1. The magnitude factor 5 =3

X'(fk) is defined as
Accelerometer 1 (on the ring gear housing) produced the

X'(fa) = a; + b (8) highest levels of vibration. From the Fourier transformationthe dominant vibration sources were the spiral bevel mesh and
and is a function of frequency fk, where the planetary mesh (fig. 7(a)).Vibration amplitude spikes

occurred at the spiral bevel mesh and planetary mesh harmonic
k frequencies. The highest vibration amplitude was at the spiral

A = T (9) bevel fundamental meshing frequency.
The vibration spectra of accelerometers 2 to 4 (on the right

trunnion mount, figs. 7(b) to (d)) were similar in trend to that
as shown in figure 6(c). of accelerometer I. Spikes occurred at the spiral bevel mesh

The data signals were conditioned to avoid aliasing such that and planetary mesh harmonics, and the highest amplitude was
at the spiral bevel fundamental frequency. Note that figures

I 7(b) to (d) are rather similar, implying that the measured ,

. < - (10) vibration was not significantly affected by the measurement
2A direction.

The vibration spectra of accelerometers 5 and 6 (on the input
where fK was the maximum frequency component in x(t) bevel gear housing, figs. 7(e) and (f)) had lower vibration
(aliasing is the production of nonexistent frequency compo- levels than the other spectra. The spiral bevel harmonics were
nents in the DFT). Also, k ranged from 0 to K. where the dominant vibration sources, but the large amplitude at the

spiral bevel fundamental frequency did not occur. Acceler-
K = TfA (1) ometer 7 (on the left trunnion mount, fig. 7 (g)) had trends

6
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Figure 7.-Vibration spectra. Input speed. 6060 rpm: input torque. 352 N-n (311 lbI-i.
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similar to that of the right trunnion mount. The vibration levels, 5
however, were only about half those of the right trunnion
mount.

CCGear vibration spectra may possess sidebands about the g
fundamental and harmonic frequencies (ref. 13). Sidebands 4

result from amplitude modulation and frequency modulation.
Amplitude modulation occurs when excitation force amplitudes E
vary with time, such as for eccentric gears. Frequency modula- -  -
tion results when mesh frequencies change with time, such . ' , "
as for gears with tooth spacing errors or torsional vibration. - .

Sidebands usually occur at frequencies of -,

fAide=f.='nfS (14) 2 r 2)) 11111
i,/ / II I
I i I I

where fm is a fundamental or harmonic meshing frequency, II, I

fs is the gear shaft frequency (driver or driven), and n is an I I
integer (1,2,3...).

For planetary meshes sidebands may also occur at multiples
of the planet passing frequency, where 0 2020020

1601800 2000 2200 2400

fside f. = nfpp (15) Frequency. Hz

Figure 8.-Zoom vibration spectrum of accelerometer I (ring gear housing,
fig. 6(a)). Input speed, 6060 rpm; input torque, 352 N-m (3119 lb-in.);

I-.T\ planet passing frequency. 17 Hz.

f, N .p(16)
N + Nr! For a time trace of length T the rms acceleration can be

approximated by considering discrete points where
and P is the number of planet gears. Equation (16) is valid
for a fixed-ring planetary with the sun gear as input and the /1 \1/2

planet carrier as output. XY x (18)
The OH-58A planet passing frequency at 6060-rpm input .=

speed is 17 Hz. The sidebands for the spiral bevel mesh and
the planetary mesh occurred at multiples of the planet passing and I is the total number of points.
frequency (fig. 8). Very few sidebands correlating to amplitude The OH-58A acceleration time traces (fig. 5 as an example)
or frequency modulation were found (using a linear scale on were retrieved from tape, fed to the spectrum analyzer, and
the Fourier transformation). This implies high-quality gears routed to a computer for rms average calculations. The time
and high-accuracy installation. Note that the sideband interval between samples A and the total number of points I
frequencies were determined by using a zoom feature of the were varied in hopes of optimizing the data collection. Thespectrum analyzer. The zoom feature basically increases the analyzer had a finite number of time intervals available
time period of the time domain signal (by sampling more (A = 3.906, 7.813, 15.625. 19.531 1sec, etc.). A time interval
points), and this, in turn decreases the bandwidth. In deter- of 15.625 sec was chosen. For A > 15.625 sec the digital
mining the sidevand frequencies of figure 8, B = 0.625 Hz approximations failed to encompass all the time trace peaks.
was used. Also note that rms averaging was not used. This led to a lower-than-actual rms calculation, regardless of

Average Vibration the total number of points taken. For A < 15.625 tsec the
Av g Vrms calculations required more data points for convergence

The rms average acceleration on the time trace is defined as than calculations with A = 15.625 uisec.
Data were collected in sets of 31 744 points (the maximum

limit 2 allowed for the analyzer-computer software). The rms average
= - x 2 (t) dt) (17) based on the cumulation of five sets compared with the rms
X T- o T J0  -/ average based on the cumulation of four sets usually produced

8
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Figure 9.-Effect of torque on vibration. ' 6

an error of less than 1 percent. Thus for each test condition
of table 11 five sets for each accelerometer were accumulated.
Five sets of 31 744 points each and A = 15.625 jsec gave total 2

points I of 158 720 and a total time period T of 2.48 sec. (b,

Torque had a small effect on vibration (fig. 9). For all 0 1 '
accelerometers the vibration increased with torque for torques
from 50 to 65 percent of full rated. Above 65 percent the
vibration was fairly constant. Accelerometer I (on the ring
gear housing) was the only exception. For this accelerometer 6
vibration increased with torque for the full range of torques
tested. Note that accelerometers located in the same locations 4

but measuring in different directions (2 to 4 on the right
trunnion mount; 5 and 6 on the input bevel gear housing) had
si .. r results. This implies that measurement direction had 2

a small effect on measured vibration. Also, the measured (C)
vibration levels were different depending on measurement

location as some locations (such as the right trunnion mount, 40 50 60 70 80 90 Ing
accelerometers 2 to 4) had higher vibration levels than others Iptsed ecn ffl ae

(such as the left trunnion mount, accelerometer 7). Note that (a) Accelerometer 1.
the vibration levels of accelerometers 4 and 7 are different () Accelerometers 2. 3. 4. and 7.
even though the mounting geometry is symmetric. One tc Accelerometers 5 and 6.
explanation is the nonsymmetric loading that the transmission Figure 10.-Effect of speed on vibration.

sees.
Speed significantly affected vibration (fig. 10). Vibration IO(b) and (c)). Then it usually decreased slightly as speed

continued to increase with speed for accelerometer I (the ring increased above the resonance. In addition, the measured
gear housing, fig. 10(a)). For all other accelerometers vibration resonant speed differed with measurement location and
increased with speed until a resonant point was reached (figs. direction.

MOM
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TABLE IV.-LINEAR CURVE FITS OF
rms AVERAGE ACCELERATION 1.00 -

CALCULATIONS

Accelerometer Tests I to 7 a Tests 8 to 14
b

m I  b, m2  b,

1 0.083 2.32 0.140 -2.91
2 .032 4."8 .075 1.27 -

3 .028 5.56 .089 .42 ,
4 .056 3.24 .120 -2.49 t
5 .014 3.70 .073 -. 59 .50

C

6 .032 2.44 .070 - .53 -

7 .011 2.83 .052 -. 71

= ' percent trquei

'P~d_rmc ~ percnT ceedc.25

A curve-fitting analysis was performed on the rms average
results. For each accelerometer the rms acceleration as a I I.,,
function of torque was approximated linearly by using a least- 0 2 4 8 10
squares fit. For most accelerometers the linear fit was a Frequency. kHz
reasonable approximation. There was, however, no Figure 11.-Power spectral density function-accelerometer I (ring gearconsistency between accelerometers as the curve-fit results of housing, fig. 6(a)). Input speed. 6060 rpm: input torque. 352 N-m

the various accelerometers had different slopes and intercepts (3119 lb-in.).
(table IV). A

Power Spectral Density N

The one-sided power spectral density function from refer-
ence 14 is The power spectral density function (eq. (20)) was

determined for each accelerometer at each test condition of
G(fk) = 2TX'(f) 2  (19) table II (fig. 11 as an example). The areas under the curve

for the individual harmonics were calculated by using a
From equations (5) and (12) trapezoidal approximation. Each trapezoid was one bandwidth

wide (for the analyzer B = 25 Hz for a 0- to 10-kHz frequency

X(f , range). The area for a harmonic consisted of three to four
G(f4) B (20) trapezoids (75 to 100 Hz) to account for sideband contri-

B butions. For each accelerometer and test condition the values

of the areas under the power spectral density function for the
The power spectral density, a function of the frequency spiral bevel harmonics were added together and divided by

domain, is related to the time domain by the total area under the power spectral density function. This
produced the spiral bevel mesh vibration contribution in terms

K- 1 of percent of mean-square acceleration. The same was done
m= B L G(k) (21) for the planetary mesh harmonics.

k =0 There was no apparent trend as to the effect of torque and
speed on spiral bevel mesh and planetary mesh vibration

The right side of equation (21) is the area under the power contributions as a percentage of total vibration for the various
spectral density curve. Thus from equations (20) and (21) the accelerometers (figs. 12 and 13). The torque-vibration curves
area under the analyzer frequency-magnitude factor curve is (fig. 12) in general were smooth, but the speed-vibration
related to the mean-square acceleration. By using this concept curves (fig. 13) were jagged. In many cases the spiral bevel
the vibration contributions of the spiral bevel mesh and the mesh and planetary mesh vibration contributions were fairly %
planetary mesh were determined, constant with respect to torque for torques from 55 to 90

10
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Accelerometer
Accelerometer 60 - 0 I

0 1 [] 2

0 2 3
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50 - 12 6 40 -n
050
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20 - 1 to

(a) 60
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_ 5 0 5 0

40 40

S 30 30
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Input torque, percent of full rated Input speed, percentof full rated

(a) Spiral bevel mesh. (a) Spiral bevel mesh.

(b) Planetary mesh. (b) Planetary mesh.

Figure 12.-Effect of torque on vibration contribution. Figure 13-Effect of speed on vibration contribution.

percent of full rated (fig. 12(a), accelerometers 1, 2. 4, and bevel mesh or the planetary mesh had contributed more to the
6; fig. 12(b), accelerometers I, 2. 4, 5. and 7). The spiral vibration (figs. 14 and 15). The spiral bevel mesh contributed
bevel mesh and planetary mesh vibration contributions more than the planetary mesh in some cases (fig. 15(b) at
increased and decreased randomly with respect to speed. 4500 rpm as an example), but the planetary mesh contributed

There was also no apparent trend as to whether the spiral more in other cases (fig. 15(g) at 3000 rpm as an example).

II
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(a) Accelerometer I (ring gear housing).
(b) Accelerometer 2 (right trunnion mount, transverse).

(c) Accelerometer 3 (right trunnion mount, longitudinal).
(d) Accelerometer 4 (right trunnion mount, vertical).

(e) Accelerometer S (input bevel gear housing, transverse).
(f) Accelerometer 6 (input bevel gear housing, vertical).

(g) Accelerometer 7 (left trunnion mount, vertical).

Figure 14. -Effect of torque on spiral bevel mesh and planetary mesh contributions to vibration.
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(a) Accelerometer I (ring gear housing).
Nb Accelerometer 2 (right trunnion mount, transverse).

(c) Accelerometer 3 (right trunnion mount, longitudinal).
(d) accelerometer 4 (right trunnion mount. vertical).

(e) Accelerometer 5 (input bevel gear housing, transverse).
( a) Accelerometer 6 (input bevel gear housing, vertical).

(g) Accelerometer 7 (left trunnion mount, vertical).

Figure 15.-Effect of speed on spiral bevel mesh and planetary mesh contributions to vibration.
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Summary of Results 3. Most peaks of the Fourier spectra occurred at spiral bevel
gear mesh harmonics or at planetary mesh harmonics.

Experimental vibration tests were performed at NASA Lewis Sideband frequencies for both spiral bevel gear harmonics and
on the OH-58A helicopter main rotor transmission over a planetary harmonics occurred at multiples of the planet passing
range of torques and speeds. Signals from accelerometers frequency.
located on the transmission housing were analyzed by using 4. Transmission torque and vibration measurement direction
Fourier spectra, power spectral density functions, and had a small effect on measured rms average vibration.
averaging techniques. The following results were obtained: 5. There was no trend as to the effect of torque or speed

1. Transmission speed and vibration measurement location on spiral bevel gear mesh or planetary mesh vibration contribu-
significantly affected measured rms average vibration. As tions as a percentage of total vibration.
speed increased, vibration generally increased, reached a
maximum, and then remained fairly constant. The speed at

which the measured maximum vibration occurred depended
on accelerometer location. Lewis Research Center

2. The magnitude of vibration was highest at the spiral bevel National Aeronautics and Space Administration
gear meshing frequency. Cleveland, Ohio, January 26, 1987

Appendix-Symbols

ak discrete Fourier transform term, g's m 1 ,m 2  slopes

B bandwidth, Hz N number of gear teeth; or number of intervals, time

bl,b2 intercepts domain

bk discrete Fourier transform term, g's N, number of ring gear teeth

fb spiral bevel mesh fundamental frequency, Hz Ns number of sun gear teeth

A maximum frequency, Hz n integer (1,2,3 .... )

fA k th frequency, Hz P number of planets

fm fundamental or harmonic frequency, Hz T time period, sec

fP planetary mesh fundamental frequency, Hz t time, sec

fpp planet passing frequency, Hz X(fk) analyzer magnitude factor, g's

fs gear shaft frequency, Hz X'(fk) discrete Fourier transform magnitude factor, g's

fAide sideband frequency, Hz Xrms(fk) analyzer rms average magnitude factor. g's rms

G(fk) one-sided power spectral density function, g's 2/Hz x acceleration, g's (zero to peak)

I number of points Xrms root-mean-square acceleration, g's rms

i ith point A time interval between samples, sec

j jth point W gear speed, rpm

K number of intervals, frequency domain W., sun gear speed, rpm

k k th point
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